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The Three Week Rebellion 

By Louise G. Cole 

Near the top of the hill she pauses to let stragglers catch up, 

careful not to lose sight of the leaders up ahead. The loose gravel of the 

path can be treacherous, the drop beside it steep, and she is under strict 

orders to comply with health and safety rules. 

Instructions also require her to be courteous, and to engage even 

the shyest visitors in conversation. The unseasonal weather is a favourite 

topic, the steepness of the climb, the view across four counties. She fields 

questions about the genuine flame colours of her hair, how she is 

spending the summer as a tour guide. 

‘I’m a history graduate,’ she reveals as they gather to hear her 

spiel. She’s learnt the script by heart, knows not to start until everyone is 

here, to speak clearly and slowly for the benefit of the foreign English 

speakers.  She climbs onto the now familiar rocky outcrop which puts her 

above the heads of even the tallest, and when she is sure they are ready, 

she begins: ‘Imagine the drama of this place a hundred years ago…’ 

The tourists are shuffling, getting into position to hear the story, 

knees bent and arms flexed as cameras and phones point. They are 

mostly eager and attentive. There will be hecklers of course; usually 

someone disbelieves the narrative, questioning the tale of divisive 

tribalism that cost so many lives.  
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She gestures to the killing fields below and wonders silently if 

compassion can be cumulative, deepened by exposure? After three weeks 

of this, she expected desensitisation, not the weary despair that descends 

like a shroud after each repetition of the story, clinging to the uncharted 

depths of her soul, rendering her fragile and lachrymose.  

A hundred years on and still no-one has learned anything; heroes 

on one side are the terrorists of the other. Violent struggles against 

oppression continue; death, injury and loss. Heartache and grief still in 

evidence today, just as then. History repeating itself, the causes 

presented in different guises but always with the same outcome. The 

struggle for Independence. 

Flippant tourists want histrionic details: how many bodies, torn 

limbs, buckets of gore? Where, how, when? She’d rather discuss the why 

but doesn’t have the nerve. 

On the open horizon beyond their heads, she sees slate grey 

clouds being herded their way by the wind. It will be raining before she 

finishes the talk. It seems appropriate for the sky to weep over this sorry 

scene, just as it has on many other days. 

She closes her eyes, and for a moment can hear battle cries in 

the confusing hubbub of combat, the thwack of wood on bone, the 

squelch of metal impaling flesh, the crack of bullets firing, whinnying 

horses, hooves pounding, the guttural groans of men and boys wounded 

and dying. She imagines nearby are their womenfolk keening, their 
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children wailing.  There is a smell in the air of blood, sweat and tears - 

and worse  - through thick smoke and searing flames. Scenes of rebellion 

and retribution leave a violent legacy of intransigence, a blot – one of 

many, of course - on the landscape of history. 

Briefly, she forgets her place and whispers in a voice barely 

audible: ‘No-one ever learns from the past, else how can we still worship 

at the shrine of insurrection, imagining heroic sacrifice as a worthy price 

of partition?’ before she returns to the script. 

Later, after she’s delivered the party back to their coach and 

waved seemingly cheerful goodbyes through the rain, she will discover 

there’s mention on TripAdvisor of her shedding ‘almost convincing tears’ 

at the battle site. There’s unflattering but clearly identifying photographic 

evidence. 

She expects a reprimand for deviating from the official narrative. 

 


